TERRAFLOKI
FIRST DEFLATIONARY TOKENOMICS ON TERRA ($TFLOKI)
MISSION

We are just a group of LUNA-tics working to expand the Terra Ecosystem. We developed TerraFloki – a first ever, truly deflationary token powered by Terra. We are pioneers in NaaS (NFT-as-a-Subscription) model of NFT distribution. TerraFloki’s true potential will be unleashed after we will introduce you to Flokiverse – innovative play-to-earn platform with complex and rewarding in-game economy.

We’ve created an intuitive built-in DEX where users can trade, stake and provide liquidity. Users can also stake $TFLOKI to farm for TerraFloki Tickets. Tickets accumulated can be exchanged for TerraFloki NFTs at a ratio of 1:1. TerraFloki NFTs will provide gamified passive income to their owners. Trading of NFTs is available within the TerraFloki marketplace.
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DISTRIBUTION

> TOTAL SUPPLY: 100,000,000 TFLOKI
> 20% - initial tokens provided in the LP.
> 30% - staking rewards (distributed over 24 months).
> 15% - marketing campaigns/advisors - tokens will be vested.
> 10% - airdrops (2% to $TFLOKI stakers, 8% to other Terra protocols). More details to be announced.
> 10% - team tokens - vested over 15 months (90 days cliff + 12 months linear).
> 6% - Floki NFTs holder reward - every month for the first 6 months we’ll be airdropping Floki NFT holders with 1% of initial supply. We'll drop 1,000 Floki NFTs a month so it will be VERY lucrative to be early.
> 4% - post-IDO - after gaining traction we will organize a post-IDO on one of Terra launchpads. Community will decide how proceeds of the raise will be used.
> 5% - initial burn.

DEFlation IN DETAIL

> To reinvest into the ecosystem, a 10% tax applied on certain transactions - 4% of the transaction is burned immediately, 3% is added to the staking rewards pool, and 3% is sent to a marketing wallet.
> Taxed transactions include selling $TFLOKI, transfering $TFLOKI between wallets, providing liquidity with UST + $TFLOKI (tax only applies to TFLOKI tokens), withdrawing liquidity with UST + $TFLOKI (tax only applies to $TFLOKI tokens) and claiming LP rewards. The current UI already displays an after-tax APR.
> Tax-free transactions include purchasing $TFLOKI, providing LP with UST only, staking/unstaking $TFLOKI on Tickets Farm, as well as all transactions on LP tokens and $TFTIC tokens.
**TERRAFLOKI DEX**

One of the biggest challenges in developing TerraFlok was building the TerraFlok DEX (decentralized exchange). A separate DEX was required to implement key features such as zero fee purchases as well as the deflationary mechanism. Doing so allows us to bypass the fees typically charged by third-party exchanges. This also enables us to implement the deflationary tax which helps to continually grow the ecosystem, making TerraFlok self-sustaining over time. While buying/selling $TFTIC is not subject to the same 10% deflationary tax, a small $2 fee is taken (~$0.30 is used for network fees and the rest of it is directed to a marketing wallet).

**LIQUIDITY POOL STAKING**

For $TFLOKI to function smoothly, a deep liquidity pool is necessary. To encourage that, we are providing 30% of initial supply as LP staking rewards (distributed over 24 months). On top of that, 3% of transaction fees (part of the 10% deflationary tax) goes straight to the $TFLOKI LP pool. This makes it very attractive to be a liquidity provider for $TFLOKI. However, providing liquidity exposes you to the risk of impermanent loss, so please understand how that might affect your final value before providing liquidity. To provide liquidity and receive staking rewards, you can either provide liquidity directly with UST (tax-free) or provide $TFLOKI & UST to form a pair ($TFLOKI portion subject to tax). You will receive an LP token which must be staked under LP staking to start earning rewards.
TICKET FARM

TerraFloki Ticket ($TFTIC) is another token within the TerraFloki ecosystem. Tickets are the only way for you to mint TerraFloki NFTs at the end of the farming period. These are available at a rate of 1 $TFTIC : 1 TerraFloki NFT (whole ticket needed). To participate, you need to stake TFLOKI tokens in the Tickets Farm. Farming lasts for a month and tickets will be distributed linearly every block. The amount of tickets distributed per block is the same - you will receive the proportion of the tickets for that block (your $TFLOKI staked in Tickets Farm divided by total $TFLOKI staked in Tickets Farm). If you’re unable to farm a full ticket or have excess fractional tickets, you can buy/sell the outstanding tickets on the TerraFloki DEX. However, do note that the liquidity pool for $TFTIC is extremely thin, so buying a whole ticket is not recommended as there can be very high slippage.

FLOKI NFT

We are the pioneers of the NFT-as-a-Subscription (NaaS) model. Every month there will be at least 1000 Floki NFTs available for ticket holders to mint. Different collections of Floki NFTs will be launched every month, divided into several classes. Each class will have its own unique abilities and NFT missions to complete. With a bit of luck, your TerraFloki might come back from a mission with treasures so rare you can’t even imagine. Gamified passive income is also guaranteed for the first six months - holders of TerraFloki NFTs are immediately eligible for monthly airdrops worth 1% of total supply.